
Brand Style Guide

How To 
Create A 
Distinctive

Brand



Your brands visual identity should
authentically reflect what you’re

about and resonate with your tribe
emotionally. 

So jumping on the latest design
bandwagon isn't an option, nor

rebranding with yet another cookie-
cutter style logo or website template

becaue that's not  going to help you
stand out.

So here's the essentials of creating a
distinctive brand identity that’ll get

your business noticed.



Logo
Your logo is the introduction and
first impression of your brand. In
addition to your primary logo it's

a good idea to have one or two
alternative logos.  It's important

to outline how when each logo
variation should be used to

maintain consistency. Consider
and answer the questions on the

next page. While it may seem a
little excessive completing the

process will help maintain a
streamlined brand.



Logo

Will the logo appear the same for
both web & print? ___________
________________________
Will your logo have different color
variations? ___________
________________________
What is the minimum size of your
logo? ___________
________________________
Can your logo be rotated or
displayed sideways? __________
________________________



Fonts

Fonts or Typography is another
key element of your brands

visual identity. Selecting the
wrong fonts will make your

content difficult to read and you
surely don't want that after

putting all that werk in to create
it. When choosing fonts select a

maximum of 3 for your:

Headings
Subheadings
Body Text



Colors

Selecting your brand colors is a
CRUCIAL step. Your brand colors

will either make or break your
brand as they can envoke either
the right or wrong emotions for

your tribe. To ensure you're
evoking the right vibe  think abot
your brands personality and use
the   Psychology of Colors on the
next page to help you make the

right choice and remember to have
a primary and secondary color

palette.   



Colors

When choosing your colors consider
the following: What's your brands

personality and what perception do
you want your tribe to have about

your brand?



Colors



Photos

Your images represent and reflect
your brand just as much as your

logo, font and brand colors.   When
selecting images makes sure they

reflect your brand personality and
incorporate or compliment your

brand colors.  Consider the
following when selecting images:

What is the photographic style of
your brand? Bright? High
contrast or saturated?
What filters will you use and do
they compliment your images?



Photos
To help you with selecting photos
here's a list of free & paid stock
photo sites.

Pixabay
Picnoi
Pexels
Unsplash
Picjumbo
Gratisography
Kaboom Pics
Createherstock ($)
Haute Chocolate ($)
Deposit Photos ($)
Creative Market ($)
Shutterstock ($)
50 Shades of Black Stock ($)


